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 Riga security patch level is updated in 2014-04-03. Donate: Visma SPCS Administration is a tool to manage the information of
your cellular provider (SCS, GSM, HSDPA, EVDO, WiMax etc), and manage the subscriber (IDs, time subscriptions, usage

limits etc). The database, supporting the operation of this tool, was created to be accessed by a desktop application and to
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contain the information on the website of Visma Motion. v5.0 The following additions and changes have been made in Visma
SPCS Administration: New features: - A quick search can now be done with a keyboard input. - A quick search can now be
done with a keyboard input. - Fast search in the tables is now possible. - An unread mail list is now shown, when the table is

reloaded. - New /export button. - Export table to PDF is now possible. - Export table to HTML is now possible. - Export table to
CSV is now possible. - Export table to Excel is now possible. - Import function to import CSV, HTML, Excel and PDF to the

current table. - Link to a table has been added for it. - An improved list- and the table view. - It is now possible to see the names
of the visible tables. - The table can now be sorted according to the name of the table. - The table can now be filtered, according

to the name of the table. - There is now a query function for the search by the name of the table, the name of the table. - The
search result is now sortable. - The field of the table is now shown, before and after the last update. - The field of the table is
now shown, before and after the last update. - The field of the table is now shown, before and after the last update. - It is now
possible to enter from address and port number. - It is now possible to enter from address and port number. - The address was
now changed from a 3-digit code to a 4-digit code. - The address was now changed from a 3-digit code to a 4-digit code. - The
email address was now changed from a 5-digit code to a 6-digit code. - A checkbox was added to the column of the view. - The

email address was 82157476af
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